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Imperial Road, Bietry's making, crossed the pass of Amba
Alagi which sticks like a devil's tooth into the dizzy air
and underwent their first bombardment on October 14
and 16. Most sanely took cover ; but some of the men and
women dashed foolishly about, shaking the glittering petrol
tins in which they carried food and the Chianti bottles which
Italian trade, a practical monopoly, had brought to Gondar
and Lasta, where they were used as gourds. There was a
little loss, many soldiers whispered together and went
home : others had squandered their millet and dourah
and had perforce to leave. With an army much reduced
Ras Kassa went on into the southern Tigre by night marches
only, scattering his men like chicken feed over a wide area
of country. Henceforward the planes searched in vain : by
day caves hid the Ethiopian commanders and bushes the
Ethiopian fighting men.
The restriction on their movement now began which
made it impossible for the Ethiopians to develop a free
guerrilla war. As far as they could they felt their way
towards the war. But slowly, very slowly. . . .
The Ethiopian northern front had not nearly filled in.
Kassa himself was nowhere near Amba Alagi, Mulugeta
had not left Addis. The arms embargo, the cumbrousness
of Ethiopian mobilisation, the menace of the aeroplanes
conspired to reduce every Ethiopian movement to something
near zero.
It was only after the fall of Makalle, in November, that
Kassa was able to assemble his whole army north of Amba
Alagi. And it was because Makalle had fallen so tamely
that Kassa was forced to lie south of it so long. The Ethio-
pians always believed that the Italians would at any
moment advance from Makalle. Kassa was therefore
ordered to guard the Imperial Road, Tigre's main commnui-
cation with the south . . . until Mulugeta arrived.
That is why the Ethiopians scarcely moved for two months
after the war had begun : during which time the Italian
steamroller passed heavily from one end of the Tigre to the
other. The dead eventless period intervened when Europe
only saw the Italo-Ethiopian war as a series of submissions,
non-resistance, ceremonial occupations, roadbuilding and
Italian propaganda flickering dully across sham-pacific
newsreels. The war became a political parade without

